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CovertSwarm was founded in 2020 with a single

mission: to outpace cyber threats by securing

the world's leading organisations through our

constant cyber research and attack. 

Today, our CREST-accredited ethical hackers

work with the software engineering, DevOps

and TechOps teams of dozens of brands across

the world who are responsible for service

delivery from over 1M websites, 100K web

servers, and more than 20K education facilities. 

We have clients within Online Retail, FinTech,

EdTech, Mass Infrastructure Hosting,

Alternative Energy/Manufacturing and B2B

Managed Services Provider verticals and are

rapidly challenging legacy approaches to

'snapshot' cyber testing and associated security

assurance.

We are the best at what we do, and our

company values and mission ensure we

constantly strive to break into the world’s most

progressive brands. Every day.
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rates of technology change or frequent software

release cycles, your cyber attack surface will be

constantly changing.

‘Point in time’ testing is no longer enough.

Unlike the days when the rate of business technology change was glacial, your

modern way of working provides malicious hackers with increasing opportunities to

exploit the constantly created cyber vulnerabilities that appear within your

business. 

Occasional penetration tests and red team engagements are no longer sufficient to

protect your software engineering and operations team output: these ‘snapshot’

cyber reports are out of date the moment they are published whilst your

technology landscape has continued to evolve at pace.

The reliance modern businesses have upon outdated pentest and red teaming

results in a ‘Cyber Risk Gap’ - a false sense of security that their business is secure

between the traditional cyber tests they perform.

It is time to upgrade to continuous vulnerability detection and remediation

enabled by CovertSwarm’s Constant Cyber Attack service.



Unlike traditional penetration test, bug bounty programs, red teaming and simulated

cyber-attack offerings – a CovertSwarm engagement has no end date, time restriction

or scope limitations.

We are as relentless and covert as your real-life adversaries. We target clients’ entire

footprint, rather than a limited number of endpoints and assets. 

We offer a flexible subscription model that is powered by CovertSwarm ethical hackers

with exceptional experience and a passion for what they deliver.

We provide positive-pressure attacks against your organisation to drive a continuous

and highly dynamic security load test against your estate – ranging from physical break-

ins and social engineering, through to deep cyber attack deployments from our Swarm

of ethical hackers.

CovertSwarm's Hive-based team structure contains a broad range of security skills

gained from our engagement across numerous industry verticals. Employing these

skills, our ethical hackers fixate upon repeatedly breaking into your organisation to

expose your cyber risk blind spots before genuine adversaries can: closing your Cyber

Risk Gap.

CovertSwarm - Constantly breaking into the world’s most progressive enterprises.

Every day.

Utilising the tools, processes and techniques employed by

Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) and simulating state-

sponsored threat actors, CovertSwarm will constantly run

cyber attacks against your organisation’s infrastructure,

people, sites and processes. Our ethical and vetted swarm

focuses upon continually improving your security posture

whilst keeping pace with your rapid software release cycles

and ever-changing attack surface.T
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CovertSwarm Constant Cyber Attack is the most

effective way to improve your defences through our

continuous research and breach attempts.

We are focused on your business. We are not a

consultancy with a production line of cookie-cutter

projects. Our teams are constantly looking for your

next 0-day and point of compromise.

Through our powerful reporting and client

engagement from our senior leadership, we provide

CTOs and CSOs with a leading indicator of

organisation cyber health.

We do not add load to your lean development team's

resources and pipeline. We focus on your real points

of compromise, whilst removing the noise from

traditional security testing approaches by supporting

your prioritisation and remediation efforts.

We have cyber attack subscription tiers ranging from

25% of a month up to ‘Constant Cyber Attack’, with

the ability to resize our human-led attacks at any time.

Through our Offensive Operations Centre we provide

a constant set of hacker’s 'eyes on'. By the time your

SOC detects any breach it is already too late. Have a

friendly adversary break-in first and help improve your

SOC’s capabilities.

Features & Benefits

Constant Cyber Attack

Close your cyber risk gap and subscribe today:

buildmyhive@covertswarm.com 

Often code only gets reviewed by automated tools

without the application of human intelligence. We

add intelligence and depth via our highly

distributed Hive team structure.

Our unique approach enhances and can ultimately

replace your current penetration testing, red

teaming, and wider offensive security operations

through our continuous security service.

CovertSwarm goes significantly further than any

traditional offensive security, red teaming, or

penetration test service.

Remove the threat and uncertainty from expensive

and typically ineffective Bug Bounty initiatives: Our

team employs talented individuals who are fully

vetted and employed by CovertSwarm. We do not

sub-contract or crowdsource our people, meaning

you benefit from their constant, expert focus on

your business.

We continuously expose cyber, social and other

security vulnerabilities, and work to educate and

support your internal teams to reduce the impact

of your dynamic risk profile whilst providing

assurance to your C-suite, board, and investors.

We do not focus on ‘known’ attacks and their

vectors: through our research-led approach we

constantly look for new vulnerabilities in client

technology stacks, frameworks and environments

that will lead them to their next breach.

CovertSwarm
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